


ABOUT 
US

The Alchemist Collection is 
a collaborative effort from 
Derbyshire based lighting 
designer, Gwyn Carless and 
Lancashire based specialist 
lighting supplier, The Light Yard. 
With each Alchemist Collection 
light fitting you are purchasing 
hand crafted pieces that are 
exclusive in design.  

The use of top quality hand 
cut glass together with the 
handcrafting manufacturing 
process makes each light totally 
unique.  The collection offers an 
innovative range of pendants, 
wall lights, table and floor lamps 
in a variety of designs and 
colours. 



With over 20 years of knowledge 
and experience to draw on 
we realise that sometimes our 
customers need a bespoke 
approach to their project.  We 
work directly not only with our 
clients but also with interior 
designers, architects and property 
developers to ensure the highest 
level of service and expertise.  
Detailed drawings from your 
photographs or sketches are 
provided and we offer one to 

one design service at our Greater 
Manchester showroom where 
we can discuss your project in 
greater detail. If you would like to 
make an appointment for your 
personal design consultation at our 
showroom you can be sure of a 
warm welcome and a cuppa.

DESIGN 
SERVICE



THE COTTON MILL CLUSTER

A selection of each of our 3 sizes of pendants made from 
our smoked and reeded glass series. Each pendant is hung 
on an individual black brass ceiling rose to create a versatile 
cluster for all occasions. Available as individual pendants, 
mixed clusters and a choice of finishes.



COPPER CLUSTER

One of each of our 3 handcrafted shades are made from 
reeded glass. Once the shades are complete copper leaf is 
applied by hand, then specially treated to  a create distinctive 
and eyecatching finish.  Available as individual pendants or as 
mixed clusters.



CLEAR CLUSTER

Simplistic and elegant. Each glass shade is made from 
architectural grade glass to give clean sharp reflections 
of each light bulb within the shade. Available as individual 
pendants or as mixed clusters.



SILVER LEAF CLUSTERS

New for 2017, this series of pendants features one of 
each of our 3 handcrafted shades. Once the shades are 
complete, Silver leaf is applied by hand to the glass which 
is then specially treated, the result is inspiring.  Available as 
individual pendants or as mixed clusters.



REEDED CLUSTER

A nod to bygone days, the Reeded series brings back the 
beauty and classic look of fluted glass from the 50`s and 
60`s. Each fluted pendant gives a soft diffused and interesting 
reflection within the shade.   Available as individual pendants 
or as mixed clusters.



SMOKED CLUSTER

Each shade is made from smoked glass to give clean, sharp 
reflections of each light bulb within the shade and deep 
solid lines that accentuate the exterior form. Available as 
individual pendants or as mixed clusters.



THE SHROUD

At half a meter in length this pendant is nothing less than 
a statement piece. Made from reeded glass it is finished 
in copper leaf and cured to create a totally unique finish.  
Available as an individual pendant or as a cluster.



2017 sees the introduction of our IP44 rated 
bathroom lighting range suitable for zones 2 and 
3. Until recently bathroom lighting has famously 
been unimaginative and soulless.  We have a 
beautiful range of wall and pendant lights to choose 
from and now elegant decorative lighting can be 
continued throughout the entire home.

Handcrafted solid wood bases, glass shades and 
decorative LED filament light bulbs make up our 
distinctive series of Alchemist wall lights.  Available 
in a selection of sizes or finishes.

WALL 
LIGHTS



THE GRANDE

A reinvention of the classic desk lamp.  The Grande has been 
designed to show off the oversized XXL LED filament light 
bulb and the crisp reflections it produces within the glass 
shade.  A hand turned dimmer is integrated within the base 
making this table lamp both decorative and practical. 



HANGMAN
SERIES
The Hangman Series features a collection of light 
fittings that have been specifically designed to 
complement our XXL mouth blown glass LED 
filament light bulbs. Working with skilled local 
ironmongers and craftsmen the Hangman series 
of pendants, wall lights and table and floor lamps 
are skilfully made using premium grade stainless 
steel and solid hardwoods. Available in a choice 
of 4 light bulb designs.



HANGMAN PENDANTS

This series of XXL pendants features a collection of 4 hand 
blown LED filament light bulbs. Stainless steel hand spun 
drop caps and braided fabric flex give this pendant series a 
contemporary look.  Available in a choice of 4 light bulb designs.



HANGMAN SHORT WALL 

Working closely with local artisans the Hangman wall light 
series is made from only the best solid hardwoods and 
stainless steel.  Available in a choice of 4 light bulb designs.



HANGMAN SUSPENDED WALL LIGHT

The suspended wall light brings playful creativity to our short 
wall light. The bulb is suspended on a braided fabric flex to 
combine the best features of both our pendants and wall 
lights.  Available in a choice of 4 light bulb designs.



HANGMAN LONG WALL LIGHT

The long wall light is designed with one thing in mind, to 
create a feature wall light. Made from stainless steel and solid 
hardwoods this wall light will make a statement in any room.  
Available in a choice of 4 light bulb designs.



HANGMAN FLOOR LAMP

Solid hard wood and brushed stainless steel gives this floor 
lamp an edgy contemporary look.  Available in a choice of 4 
light bulb designs.



THE HANGMAN`S ASSISTANT

The Hangman’s Assistant will sit pride of place on any desk 
or side table. A stainless steel dimmer is integrated within 
the base making this table lamp perfect for reading and 
working.  The lamp can be dimmed to create a warm intimate 
atmosphere.  Available in a choice of 3 light bulb designs.











Our fully interactive lighting showroom is 
located 10 miles west of Manchester, 20 miles 
east of Liverpool and just 10 minutes from the 
M60 and M6 motorways. The Cotton Mill is 
situated on the north bank on the Bridgwater 
canal in the historic mining town of Leigh. 

We welcome visitors to our showroom and 
design hub to find out how we can help with 
lighting their home or project. 

Get in touch today and book an appointment, 
we look forward to meeting you soon.

Showroom & Design Hub 
The Cotton Mill 
Mather Lane 
Leigh 
WN7 2PW 

alchemist@thelightyard.com 
www.thelightyard.com

Telephone 0044 (0)330 223 3940

Registered company number: 9894396 
VAT number: GB 232 1766 27
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